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Abstract

This paper investigates breathing profiles in eleven female speakers (subjects) when talking successively with the same two females (partners). Breathing kinematics of the two interlocutors was recorded synchronously by means of two Inductance Plethysmographs. In order to understand the implication of breathing in dialogue, we analyzed changes in breathing pauses according to the main dialogue events (listening, backchannels, turns start and turns continuation). Breathing and syllable rates were also compared among partners and subjects. The duration of inhalations and related pauses was reduced before a turn continuation in comparison to a turn start. The delay between speech offset in a breathing cycle and the onset of the next inhalation increased when a speaker and a listener swap roles as compared to a speaker who continued the turn. This was observed for both partners and subjects. The partners differed in their breathing and articulation rates but the two rates were not clearly correlated. In agreement with previous works, the current study shows that breathing kinematics is strongly linked to dialogue events. However, it doesn’t show any clear effect of partner’s breathing. This last result is discussed relative to methodological aspects.

Index Terms: Breathing, Respiration, Spontaneous dialogue, Interpersonal adaptation, Breathing rate, Syllable rate, Inhalation pauses

1 Introduction

Breathing is actively involved in speech production as it provides the airflow required to generate speech sounds. The vital need of air is also a constraint that organizes the discourse into inhalation pauses and speech intervals. Several studies have analyzed breathing in reading tasks and to a lesser extent in spontaneous speech. These studies consistently showed that speech production is achieved by a specific control of breathing, visible in the clear reduction of the inhalation duration relative to the exhalation phase, and as compared with quiet breathing [1-3].

In text reading, the inhalation pauses consistently occur at syntactic boundaries [4]. The duration and amplitude of inhalation are mainly related to the syntactic constituents of the text (e.g. more air is inhaled before a new paragraph than before a sentence inside a paragraph) [5-7]. The properties of inhalation are also related to the length of the upcoming utterance [2, 8-10]. Similar behavior can be found in spontaneous speech, with greater inhalation before a main than an embedded clause, but more inhalation pauses occurring at non-syntactic locations as compared to read speech [11-13].

Analyses of breathing noises showed that they may play a role to indicate continuity between two related speech groups in text reading [14], and could improve the quality of synthetic speech [15]. This indicates that breathing noises are useful for speech perception. Furthermore, when listening to read speech, the listener breathing changes according to the properties of the speech signal, suggesting some influences of the speaker on the listener breathing and interaction between the control of breathing and perceptual processes [16-18].

Few studies have analyzed interpersonal influences of breathing in verbal collaborative tasks. During collaborative reading, readers coordinate their breathing. They breathe in-phase when reading synchronously, and in anti-phase when reading in alternation [19]. During choir singing, singers synchronize their breathing, especially when singing in unison [20].

In dialogue, breathing pauses have to be coordinated with interpersonal constraints and in particular with turn taking events. Despite hypotheses about the implication of breathing in conversation [21], few behavioral studies have analyzed the breathing profiles in spontaneous dialogue. Preliminary analyses of inhalation pauses in spontaneous dialogue were based on short recordings and single dyads [22-23]. They showed adaptation of breathing to dialogue constraints. A more systematic investigation of breathing in scripted and spontaneous dialogue was provided in [24]. This study found evidence for interpersonal alignment of breathing related to turn taking and laughter. Yet, no study addressed changes in breathing profiles during dialogue according to the conversational partner, nor the potential role of breathing in communication.

Several studies found interpersonal adaptations during verbal interactions. These adaptations may occur at different levels. For example, interlocutors involved in a dialogue may converge in speech rate or intensity, f0 or formants values [25-27]. The same speaker may thus behave differently when talking to two different partners. As breathing is specifically involved in speech production and verbal interaction, it could also be involved in interpersonal adaptation. We tested potential changes in speakers’ breathing according to their interlocutor by analyzing breathing profiles during spontaneous dialogue. In addition, we tested how breathing pauses durations were linked to the main communicative events of the dialogues (listening, backchannels, turns continuation vs. turns start).

2 Methods

2.1. Subjects

The participants were eleven subjects (S01-S11, age: 31 years (mean) ± 7 (standard deviation), body mass index 21.3 ±1.5) and two partners (P01, age 42, BMI: 20.4, and P02 age 28, BMI: 20.8). Subjects and partners were all native female speakers of German, students or academics with a university degree. The subjects were naïve to the purpose of the study while the partners were not.

2.2. Procedure and data acquisition

Partner and subject were sitting and facing each other with a distance of ~1.5 m. They were instructed to keep their hands on their legs in order to avoid torso and arm movements that could strongly affect the recording of breathing. Subject and
Speech productions were labeled in Praat [28] by a trained phonetician. The boundaries of the inter-pausal units (IPUs) were detected. The vocalized hesitations (uh, uhm mmm,...) and the non-verbal communicative noises (laughter, mouths noises) were also delimited. Hesitations were distinguished from backchannels (mhm) easily as the first ones occurred during speaking and the second ones during listening phases. The spoken productions were transcribed for each IPU. On the basis of this transcription, the number of syllables was derived automatically from the output of the BALLOON toolkit [29]. The vocalized hesitations were considered as one (uh, uhm) or two syllables (mmm). IPUs were also labeled according to their main function in the dialogue as: turn start, turn continuation or backchannel (Figure 1). A turn start (TS) was defined when one interlocutor became the speaker and her interlocutor became the listener. This initial turn could be followed by one or several continuation (TC) separated by silent pauses. When the turn holder held the floor, the listener could produce short utterances like “mhm”, “okay”, “yes”, “aha” that did not intend to take the floor, but rather signal to the speaker to continue talking. These utterances were labeled as backchannels (BC) [30].

2.4. Data selection and analyses
Each breathing cycle (I+PI on Figure 1) was characterized by its total duration (durC) and the duration of inhalation (durI). For each trial, we computed the breathing rate (as the number of labeled breathing cycles divided by the sum of the durations of these breathing cycles) and the articulation rate (total number of syllables in the speech groups divided by the sum of their durations). Vocalized hesitations were not considered in the computation of articulation rate.

The breathing cycles were classified according to their function in the conversation (cycle type): listening cycle (LI, the subject is not speaking while her interlocutor is), backchannel cycle (the cycle included only one or more BC units); turn start (the cycle started with a TS IPU), and turn continuation (the cycle started with TC IPU).

The changes in breathing and syllable rate according to the partner were tested using ANOVAs. The dataset was separated for subjects and partners, with partner as a within subject factor. This allows testing the effect of the partner on subjects’ behaviors, and differences between the two partners. The results were considered as significant when p<.01.

The effect of partner and task (TS, TC, BC, LI) on the duration of inhalation was tested using Linear Mixed Models (lme4 & languageR packages in R version 2.14). The dataset was split between the partners and subjects’ data. The subjects and dialogue trials were taken as random factors. The inhalation duration was log-transformed to obtain normally distributed residuals. The results were considered significant with p<.01. Additionally we run lmer for the delayOnset and delayOffset, but the residuals were nonlinear, even when transformed. We will therefore only provide descriptive statistics.

3 Results
3.1. Global description of the dialogue
We first characterized the dialogue at a global level. On average, speech intervals represented 37% of the total duration for P01, 40% for P2, 39% for subjects talking with P01 and 43% for subjects talking with P02. The effect of partner on the duration of subjects’ speech failed to reach significance (F(1, 10)=3.9, p=.08), due to variability in subjects’ behaviors. For example, some subjects were talking more than the partners while the reverse was observed for other subjects.

3.2. Relationships between breathing and syllable rates
The breathing and syllable rates were globally smaller for P01 as compared with P02 (F(1, 10)=18.4, p<.01 and F(1, 10)=67, p<.0001), see Figure 2. By contrast, subjects’ breathing and syllable rates were not different when either talking with P01 or P02. Positive correlations were observed between the average syllable and breathing rates for subjects (r=.61 when talking with P01, .43 when talking with P02) and for partners (r=.3...
for P01 and P02). For subjects, the correlation was significant only when talking with P01 ($p<.05$).

No clear correlation was observed between subjects and partners’ breathing and syllable rates (Figure 3).

The duration of pauses between inhalation offset and speech onset (delayOnset) were shorter for turn continuations than turn starts and backchannel cycles (see Figure). P02 may also initiate backchannels earlier on the breathing cycle as compared with P01.

3.4. Delay between inhalation offset and speech onset

The duration of pauses between inhalation offset and speech onset (delayOnset) were shorter for turn continuations than turn starts and backchannel cycles (see Figure). P02 may also initiate backchannels earlier on the breathing cycle as compared with P01.

3.5. Delay between speech offset and next inhalation

When speakers talked and then inhaled again, the delay between speech offset and the inhalation onset was shorter when the speaker continued the turn than when she started a new turn. This was observed for both subjects and partners (Figure). delayOffset was generally longer when the speaker switched her role and became the listener. This was particularly the case for P02 as compared with P01, while no clear change in subjects’ behaviors was observed according to the partner.

The distribution of delayOffset is given in Figure 7 when the next breath group started with a turn continuation, a turn start (black and gray bars) or a turn start only (blue bars). The duration of delayOffset was in most of the cases shorter than 200 ms. The probability of the next speech group to be a turn start increased with the increase of the duration of delayOffset. This was particularly evident for the two partners. Additionally, P02 produced longer delayOffset than P01. The distribution was comparable between P01 and subjects who talked to her, but an asymmetry was observed between P02 and subjects talking to her, with a larger number of observations with shorter delayOffset for subjects than for P02.
Our experimental paradigm involved two non-naïve partners who knew each other very well as in the current study. They displayed stronger adaptation of physiological rhythms than persons who did not know each other. More specifically, members of a same family may display stronger adaptation of physiological rhythms. Moreover, familiarity with the interlocutor may play a role in adaptation.

The aim of the current study was to investigate changes in breathing profiles with respect to the conversation partner during spontaneous dialogue. We observed differences in the two partners’ behaviors. P02 was breathing and speaking faster than P01. If breathing would determine dialogue rhythms, we could expect an increase in subjects’ syllable and breathing rates when talking with P02 as compared to P01. This was yet not the case: the current analyses of breathing and syllable rate did not provide clear evidence of subjects’ adaptation to partners’ behaviors. This could be explained by the fact that the recordings were relatively short (2.5 mins * 5 recordings for each dyad) and that longer and continuous interpersonal interactions may be required to generate adaptations in physiological rhythms. Moreover, familiarity with the interlocutor may play a role in conversations. For example, romantic partners or members of a same family may display stronger adaptation of physiological rhythms than persons who did not know each other very well as in the current study.

Our experimental paradigm involved two non-naïve partners. This choice allows testing the same partners for all subjects, similarly as in our previous work on breathing adaptation during listening. However, for dialogue, this choice introduced an asymmetry in the interlocutors’ roles: partners were aware they should maintain the dialogue, ending in conversations globally balanced between subjects and partners. Some variability was yet observed according to the subject: some subjects were talking more than the partners, some others less, with some interaction between subjects and partners. This suggests that the partners were not fully controlling the dialogue and that a better understanding of interpersonal adaptation of breathing may require a better description of sociocultural and human factors. It is also possible that partners were adapting more to the subjects than the reverse, as they were non-naïve, which could have preserved the subjects’ rhythms.

The main difference in subjects’ behaviors according to the partner was observed in the delay between speech offset and the onset of the next inhalation. Even if the effect was not statistically tested, it seems that subjects reduced this delay when talking with P02 as compared with P01. By contrast this delay was longer when talking with P02. Detailed analyses of turn types in the current dataset showed that P02 was interrupted more often than P01, which could explain the longer delay at the end of the breathing cycle. The reverse could also be true: P02 could be interrupted more often due to longer pauses before inhalation. Despite the variability in subjects and partners’ behaviors, and complex profiles due to inter-individual interactions, inhalation pauses during dialogue also showed strong and consistent patterns related to the dialogue events. The duration of inhalation was shorter when inhalation occurred inside a turn than before the start of a new turn. This “compression” of the breathing gap was also observed in the delay before the inhalation onset and after the inhalation offset. It suggests that partners and subjects avoid gaps inside turn by strongly reducing inhalation. This cue could signal to their interlocutor that they want to keep the floor. Such a strategy may limit the chance of the interlocutor to take the turn. It may also have physiological consequences such as hyper- or hypo-ventilation.

As readers used their breathing to indicate thematic changes or continuations, interlocutors of a dialogue may control the characteristics of their breathing noises – timing, amplitude and duration – to take or maintain their turn. Because the position of the microphone relative to the speakers’ mouth was not precisely controlled in the current study, breathing noises could not be reliably analyzed. Faster inhalation may yet be related with louder noises, indicating to the interlocutor that the speaker wanted to keep or take the turn. By contrast, one could expect silent inhalations during listening, as inhalation noises produced by the listener may interfere with the perception of her interlocutor’s speech.

Breathing during dialogue is a complex stream that alternates between different control levels of breathing, partially explained by the switching between speaking and listening. Previous work found a tendency of interlocutors to breathe in-phase or in anti-phase at turn taking. A similar analysis of interpersonal coordination in breathing has been carried out using the current dataset. Results showed no clear coordination of breathing profiles at a global level, but specific coordination patterns according to the type of turn. Together with the current analyses, this seems to confirm the idea that during dialogue, breathing is strongly shaped by the communicative constraints. However more studies are now required to understand the participation of breathing to these communicative constraints, the relationship between breathing changes and mutual accommodation in general and the consequences of dialogue constraints on ventilation.

Figure 7 Distribution of the breathing cycles according to the delay between speech offset on the breathing cycle and the onset of the next inhalation. The results are given for the partners (top) and the subjects (bottom). The superimposed curves represent the proportion of turn start (TS) in the next breathing cycle (TS(TS+TC)) for each lag.

4 Discussion and conclusion

The aim of the current study was to investigate changes in breathing profiles with respect to the conversation partner during spontaneous dialogue. We observed differences in the two partners’ behaviors. P02 was breathing and speaking faster than P01. If breathing would determine dialogue rhythms, we could expect an increase in subjects’ syllable and breathing rates when talking with P02 as compared to P01. This was yet not the case: the current analyses of breathing and syllable rate did not provide clear evidence of subjects’ adaptation to partners’ behaviors. This could be explained by the fact that the recordings were relatively short (2.5 mins * 5 recordings for each dyad) and that longer and continuous interpersonal interactions may be required to generate adaptations in physiological rhythms. Moreover, familiarity with the interlocutor may play a role in conversations. For example, romantic partners or members of a same family may display stronger adaptation of physiological rhythms than persons who did not know each other very well as in the current study.

Our experimental paradigm involved two non-naïve partners. This choice allows testing the same partners for all subjects, similarly as in our previous work on breathing adaptation during listening. However, for dialogue, this choice introduced an asymmetry in the interlocutors’ roles: partners were aware they should maintain the dialogue, ending in conversations globally balanced between subjects and partners. Some variability was yet observed according to the subject: some subjects were talking more than the partners, some others less, with some interaction between subjects and partners. This suggests that the partners were not fully controlling the dialogue and that a better understanding of interpersonal adaptation of breathing may require a better description of sociocultural and human factors. It is also possible that partners were adapting more to the subjects than the reverse, as they were non-naïve, which could have preserved the subjects’ rhythms.

The main difference in subjects’ behaviors according to the partner was observed in the delay between speech offset and the onset of the next inhalation. Even if the effect was not statistically tested, it seems that subjects reduced this delay when talking with P02 as compared with P01. By contrast this delay was longer when talking with P02. Detailed analyses of turn types in the current dataset showed that P02 was interrupted more often than P01, which could explain the longer delay at the end of the breathing cycle. The reverse could also be true: P02 could be interrupted more often due to longer pauses before inhalation. Despite the variability in subjects and partners’ behaviors, and complex profiles due to inter-individual interactions, inhalation pauses during dialogue also showed strong and consistent patterns related to the dialogue events. The duration of inhalation was shorter when inhalation occurred inside a turn than before the start of a new turn. This “compression” of the breathing gap was also observed in the delay before the inhalation onset and after the inhalation offset. It suggests that partners and subjects avoid gaps inside turn by strongly reducing inhalation. This cue could signal to their interlocutor that they want to keep the floor. Such a strategy may limit the chance of the interlocutor to take the turn. It may also have physiological consequences such as hyper- or hypo-ventilation.

As readers used their breathing to indicate thematic changes or continuations, interlocutors of a dialogue may control the characteristics of their breathing noises – timing, amplitude and duration – to take or maintain their turn. Because the position of the microphone relative to the speakers’ mouth was not precisely controlled in the current study, breathing noises could not be reliably analyzed. Faster inhalation may yet be related with louder noises, indicating to the interlocutor that the speaker wanted to keep or take the turn. By contrast, one could expect silent inhalations during listening, as inhalation noises produced by the listener may interfere with the perception of her interlocutor’s speech.

Breathing during dialogue is a complex stream that alternates between different control levels of breathing, partially explained by the switching between speaking and listening. Previous work found a tendency of interlocutors to breathe in-phase or in anti-phase at turn taking. A similar analysis of interpersonal coordination in breathing has been carried out using the current dataset. Results showed no clear coordination of breathing profiles at a global level, but specific coordination patterns according to the type of turn. Together with the current analyses, this seems to confirm the idea that during dialogue, breathing is strongly shaped by the communicative constraints. However more studies are now required to understand the participation of breathing to these communicative constraints, the relationship between breathing changes and mutual accommodation in general and the consequences of dialogue constraints on ventilation.
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